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ABSTRACT:
One of the minimally invasive thyroidectomy challenges is the application of this technique in the surgical treatment of thyroid cancer. The use of minimally invasive open approach in co-existence of thyroid cancer with Hashimoto thyroiditis is well known provocation to the skills of the surgeon working in the field of thyroid surgery.

Aim: To report our results and to present the possibilities of minimally invasive open approach in the surgical treatment of thyroid carcinoma and coexistent Hashimoto thyroiditis.

Patients and methods: For the period from 2008 to 2011, 641 patients were operated on in our clinic using minimally invasive open approach. In 32 of these patients presence of Hashimoto thyroiditis was found in combination with thyroid cancer. All patients were females, 26 to 46 years age. Patients were selected according to designed and accepted for our institution criteria. The procedures were performed using ultrasound (harmonic) shears (Harmonic Focus® and Harmonic Ace®, Ethicon Endo-Surgery). The operative time, incidence, type and severity of complications, length of hospital stay, safety and reliability of the surgical procedure were analyzed.

Results: The operative incision length in all cases was between 2.0–2.5 cm. In 27 patients papillary thyroid carcinoma and in 5 patients – follicular variant of the neoplasm were found. The tumor size ranged between 0.5 and 1.5 cm. In all patients total thyroidectomy using harmonic scalpel was performed. Lymph node metastases in the central neck compartment were not found in any of the cases. The rate, type and severity of complications did not exceed those for patients who underwent conventional thyroidectomy. All patients leaved the hospital in the first 24 postoperative hours. The follow-up did not reveal remnant thyroid tissue in thyroid gland bed or recurrence of the disease.

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate the feasibility and reliability of minimally invasive open approach with harmonic scalpel in the surgical treatment of carefully selected patients with non-advanced thyroid cancer and coexistent Hashimoto thyroiditis.
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The application of minimally invasive approach in the surgical treatment of papillary thyroid carcinoma is one of the challenges for these techniques [1]. Several authors have reported in recent years their results, undoubtedly demonstrating that the minimally invasive approach does not draw back to the conventional technique in the treatment of thyroid cancer if well defined selection criteria are followed [2, 3]. In our practice, we have used minimally invasive techniques in both patients groups: those with Hashimoto thyroiditis as well as those with papillary thyroid cancer [4, 5]. This study presents our experience with the possibilities of the minimally invasive open approach in the surgical treatment of thyroid carcinoma combined with coexistent Hashimoto thyroiditis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the period from 2008 to 2011, 641 patients underwent surgery in our institution using minimally invasive open approach and in 32 of these patients thyroid cancer with coexistent Hashimoto thyroiditis have been found. All patients were females, at the age from 26 to 46 years. The patients were selected according to developed and accepted in our clinic selection criteria (Table 1).
Table 1. Indications for surgical treatment through minimally invasive open approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDICATIONS FOR SURGICAL TREATMENT THROUGH MINIMALLY INVASIVE OPEN APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SOLITARY THYROID NODULES UNDER 3.5cm IN SIZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. THYROID GLAND VOLUME LESS THAN 25ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. MULTINODULAR GOITER WITH THE BOTH CRITERIA ABOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. GRAVES DISEASE, FIRST RECURRENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. NODULAR FORM OF HASHIMOTO THYROIDITIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. THYROID CANCER (T1NoMo) OR INCIDENTALOMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. THYROID CANCER (T1NoMo) WITH COEXISTENT HASHIMOTO THYROIDITIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The procedure was performed using harmonic scalpel device Focus (Ethicon EndoSurgery Care™) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Harmonic scalpel device Focus, used in minimally invasive open thyroidectomy.

Fig. 2. Total thyroidectomy with harmonic scalpel in patients with thyroid carcinoma combined with Hashimoto thyroiditis.

Hemostatic instruments and vessel ligatures have not been used. Lymph node metastases in the central and lateral neck compartments were not found. In the first three cases /9,4%/ the procedure was finished by placing two passive drainages; in two /6,2%/ patients - by one passive drainage and in all remaining 27 /84,4%/ patients the procedure was finished without draining.

The operative incision length, extent of resection, histological result, operative time, postoperative complications, length of hospital stay, radicality and efficacy of the surgical procedure as well as the cosmetic results were examined.

RESULTS

The length of operative incision in all operated on was between 2.0 and 2.5 cm. In 27 patients papillary thyroid carcinoma and in 5 patients follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma were found with coexistent Hashimoto thyroiditis in all 32 patients. The size of the neoplasms varied in the range 0.5 – 1.5 cm. Multifocal malignancy was detected in 7 patients /21,9%. In all patients total thyroidectomy was performed, using harmonic scalpel (Fig. 2).

Transient postoperative hypocalcaemia was detected in 1 patient /3,1%. There was no surgical injury of the recurrent laryngeal nerve observed in this patients group. All patients were discharged from the hospital in the first 24 hours after surgery. The postoperative follow-up did not found remnant thyroid tissue in the thyroid bed. All patients described the cosmetic result as excellent or very good (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Cosmetic results after total thyroidectomy through minimally invasive open approach for thyroid cancer and coexistent Hashimoto thyroiditis.

DISCUSSIONS

The minimally invasive methods in thyroid surgery were first developed and introduced in the surgical treatment of solitary thyroid nodules under 3 cm in size [6, 7, 8, 9]. Gradually, the indications for these techniques were extended and included multinodular goiter and even early stage thyroid cancer in patients with thyroid gland volume not exceeding 25ml [10, 11, 12].

Hashimoto thyroiditis is the most common cause of hypothyroidism with sevenfold higher incidence in women than in men. The papillary thyroid cancer has two to fivefold higher incidence in women. The probability to develop thyroid carcinoma is 30% higher in women with Hashimoto thyroiditis than in those without thyroiditis [13]. The high incidence of both diseases, especially in women, gave us the reason to explore the possibilities to apply minimally invasive open approach in situations when the thyroid cancer is combined with Hashimoto thyroiditis.

The main selection criteria for minimally invasive open approach in this group of patients were: small size thyroid carcinoma, usually found accidentally during thyroid ultrasonography; confirmed after FNAB suspicious thyroid nodule; lack of detectable lymph node metastases; thyroid gland volume under 25 ml.

The harmonic scalpel use permits to perform total thyroidectomy without need of hemostatic instruments and ligatures which makes possible to minimize the length of operative incision.

Meanwhile, the harmonic scalpel gives better opportunities for anatomic exploration of both thyroid lobes and reduces the probability to remain thyroid remnants, improves the possibility to detect and preserve the parathyroid glands. The reliable and accurate hemostasis achieved by the harmonic scalpel use permits to avoid draining. Drainages were placed at the end of the first three procedures in the beginning of our experience with the technique and only in two other patients with high risk of bleeding.

The lack of complications as well as the minimized tissue trauma during the minimally invasive thyroidectomy gave us the opportunity to discharge all patients until the second postoperative day.

Postoperative thyroid scintigraphy scans were performed in all patients who underwent minimally invasive thyroidectomy for thyroid cancer and they didn’t found any thyroid remnant or neck lymph node metastases.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results demonstrate that when the patient selection criteria are strictly followed, the minimally invasive open approach with harmonic scalpel use is a feasible and valuable option even in the surgical treatment of early stage thyroid cancer with coexistent Hashimoto thyroiditis.
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